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About This Game

The only solo CCG this year, where you level up and access more powerful cards as you adventure through a story driven
campaign.

With 7 main classes to mix and match with, you can easily customize your own hero and deck to suit your individual play style.
Adventure through a diverse world with heaps of quests and encounters. Hundreds of cards to acquire via loot or stores and

unique crafting recipes for legendary cards that are lost artifacts.

- OPEN QUEST PvE RPG + CHAMPION'S ARENA MODE + GAUNTLET ROGUELIKE DECKBUILDER MODE
- 500+ COLLECTIBLE CARDS (earned through gameplay only)

- 40+ BOSSES TO DEFEAT (along with hundreds of battles)
- UNIQUE MULTI-CLASSING SYSTEM (Mix and match between Warrior, Mage, Priest, Rogue, Necromancer, Ninja and

Monk)

QUEST AND EXPLORE

A rich and deep storyline pervades an expansive world ready for any and all adventurers to seek their fair share of bounty and
power. Ancient tombs and rich politics in a fantasy world will capture your imagination, all the while the strategy card game will

keep you on your toes.

DEADLY ENCOUNTERS
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Each encounter brings you one step closer to solving the mysteries surrounding your heritage. Learn the secret your master died
trying to protect. Earn the respect of the state and other kingdoms one battle at time. Discover hundreds of cards of untold

power, undiscovered in the lore books of old.

Meet powerful foes such as Dragons, Demons and Devils. Also find a complete bestiary of trolls, ogres, vampires, knights, orcs,
goblins, giant bats and insects and more!

UNIQUE CLASS LEVELLING AND DECK BUILDING SYSTEM

Each skill and level choice you make determines how your strategy unfolds. With immense scope for developing your own
unique play style, everyone can enjoy what Spellsword Cards: Demontide has to offer.

COMMUNITY

This is a community led game. Come inside to find details on how you can contribute and get cool tips and hints for secret
unlocks inside!
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

Storage: 1100 MB available space

English
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been playing this for a while (Campaign & Gauntlet mode) , the concept are interesting and pretty addictive when you already
get the hang of it.

and the dev is also active on discord.. The first hour of the campaign was enjoyable and when I started to noticed glitches, I
checked the other play mode.

Puzzle is as disappointing as can be, no real puzzle to be found.

Arena has no sense of balance. Randomly get something broken or die within a couple level.

Gauntlet is a bad version of Slay the spire. The 5 starting character all have bad mechanic, some cards don't work for your class
and the "monster" you encounter are just the same deck as the 5 class with random power attached. Most card that are not found
in the campaign also doesn't work as advertised (card upgrade especially).

By the time I checked everything just a little, I was past the 2h checkpoint for refund. Restarted the campaign with another class
combo to check it out, might get a little enjoyment back.

TLDR: If it was marked as early access I could understand, as most of what I could check seemed half-baked at best.
At least they are still updating, but the road might be long.. I love these kinds of games. Unfortunately, not this one. The
interface is awkward, the balance is poor, and it's just boring.... It's a fun game for a fair price. I appreciate that there are no
micro-transactions. The dev is quite active in the community and seems genuinely invested in his product(s).. If this were early
access I might recommend (maybe) but as a finished title it has way to many bugs \/ balance issues.. Definetely a good card
game, looking forward to future updates. Campaign and multiclassing is extremely fun, there are amazing combos and lots of
possibilities that actually work.. I have not played Campaign, Gauntlet, Puzzles, but I played Arena. This is a excellent little
game if your burning some time, want to think a little and hopefully not get blown up by spells.

If I am taking a break from a competitive game or just want to loosen up some strategic thought I just jump in. Games go quick,
AI is semi hard semi not depending on the circumstances, in Arena it is predictable most of the time, but that doesn't make it
less challenging especially since the AI's life totals rise after each match and mine do not. ( I have 40 HP the AI has around 203
right now)

Soon as I bought the game I didn't read any rules or anything I just fired up arena and was able to figure out how the game
worked in under 5 games.

I only built 3 decks, the first two were failures from the get go, the third is a spicy one current 15 wins and 2 losses (at 3 losses
you lose that run, RUNS CAN BE SAVED after a match and you can come back to them next time as long as you didn't hit the
3 losses) *THIS IS HOW ARENA WORKS*

Was able to find a nice little combo in the 3rd deck, but I found in the 2 losses the AI had combos that create auto losses I can't
defend against, my deck doesn't work that way I have only 2 outs against those decks, which is fine it will help me tune for next
time.

Creatures are interesting so are spells and abilities\/artifacts\/runes\/weapons, some depth and simple art but your playing for the
experience and for the price I think it is a fun experience.

Is this a grindfest no, its a slugfest, is it a battle of wits not really (atleast in what I've played so far) its can I expose and kill you
quicker then you can me.

You want to just mellow out before bed, or stir yourself up before you start something and want to get a few brain shots and
body shots in, this is your buddy.

. The game is amazing, deep and complex, challenging and rewarding, beautiful and very complex (featuring several game
modes, a campaign, several hero classes (which can be combined), and a big card-pool with clever card mechanics!).
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It honestly is much too cheap, for what you get!

And while there is still quite some room for improvements (unintuitive, weak AI, suboptimal balance), the developer is friendly,
active and listening to all kinds of suggestions,

If you like card-games, you will absolutely enjoy this jewel.... It's like a single player Hearthstone. Very fun deck building game,
highly recommended.. Fun game, took a while to figure out. Hopefully new update soon.
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Was hoping for a nice relaxing card game but there is a definite grind wall to scale. kinda killing the relaxing vibeto the point
where i am deciding is this any fun any more? or just a alot of work to find any dreg's of enjoyment in?? It is fun but so far its
hard to progress to the point where i can even experiance any of the other class's abilities also the computer is got a ton of hit
points better skills if you want to try and get a 5-7% chance more like .001% chance of getting a card you dont have access to..
so in brief" nope" its a climb up a ladder with moments of fun,,,.:P. Attractive and easy to learn card game with clean art. I
believe I've played through most of the current campaign and the puzzle mode in about 5 hours. Some replay value there if you
like trying out different classes, I guess, but multiclassing early seems to be a n00b trap. Could do well with a wiki listing all the
possible cards gained at each class level-up, since picking the best 3 skill cards for your desired playstyle appears to be the most
important choice you'll make.

With some experience with the game the puzzle mode is disappointingly simple, and there are still some bugs or recent
changes(?) you might stumble into, but nothing that keeps you from enjoying the game. I'd certainly give a thumbs up if it were
marked Early Access (dev promises more to come). There does seem to be a lot of playtime possibly locked behind the
roguelike game modes, but I haven't spent much time there yet, since I've been enjoying developing my deck in campaign mode.

Much better value than a movie ticket, but you need to be comfortable with random gameplay if you're expecting to get full
value when compared with other titles under $10.. To me this game was absolutly worth the money and i still really enjoy it. It
does have that heartthstone feel without the constant reminder you need to pay money to move on. I love how there is alot of
classes and each lvl feels very important. however there are a few things im not fond of the difficulty scale can be harsh for
people new to card games likes like this and theres a couple classes that are ehh to me. But with that said I recommend it it has a
good price and its fun.. good single player card game. bit cheap and uses lots of stock images but does what it wants to do well
enough. not the best port though.. Nice idea executed poorly.
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